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Abstracts Theelastic scattering of protons by 0111 has been investigated in the range of bombarding
energies from 3.5 MeV to 5.75 MeV; twelve excitation functions and four angular distributions
have been

	

ured. Aphase shift analysis ofthe cross section data showsthe existence of abroad
(racer =. 0.220 MeV) - state at 4.60 MeV in F17 and a very broad (rlsb = 1 .0 MeV) + state at
4.97 MeVin Fr: In addition the analysis indicates the possible existence of states with assignments
-, - and +` at F17 excitations of 5.47, 5.67, and 5.84 MeV, respectively. The ° and } states at
4.60 MeV and 4.97 MeV are shownto have a fairly large probability of being found in the two-
body configuration p+016 .

1. Introduction

Several properties of atoniic nuclei have been interpreted in terms of a shell struc-
ture of the nucleus'). Recent theories which have attempted to deal quantitatively
with nuclear structure from this viewpoint have been based primarily on an in-
dependent particle model of the nucleus with the additional assumption that the
nuclear Hamiltonian contains a coupling between the spin of each nucleon and its
orbital angular momentum. In the comparison of t!:e predictions of such theories
with experiment, the properties of nuclei consisting of a closed shell plus one nucleon
have been of particular interest. In terms of these models it is natural to suppose
that some of the properties of such nuclei might be describable in terms ofthe relative
motion of a core, consisting of the closed shell nucleus, andthe single extra nucleon.
Such an expectation would be especially natural in the case of the nuclei F 1 ' andOI',
since the nucleus 0$s is doubly magic in that it has closed shells for both neutrons
and protons. One of the ways of studying the properties of these mirror nuclei
is to study the scattering of neutrons or protons from O" .
The scattering of protons by 016 has been studied by several investigators in the

past . The differential crass sections were measured by Laubenstein and Lauhenstein
at the University of Wisconsin a), by Eppling at the University of Wisconsin s}, by
Henry at the Rice Institute a), and by Sempert at Ziirich s) . The first three of these
investigations utilized Van de Graaff accelerators as proton sources, while Sem
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experi tent ConsequMdy futures of the excitation functions which were observed
easily in the Van de Graaff experiments were not observed at all in the cyclotron
experiment.
The spin polarization of the protons elastically scattered from 016 has also been

measured '6) by Sorol!n in the energy range 2.5 to 3.0 MeV.
An energy level diagram 7) of the compound nucleus F17 is shown in fig. 1 . Since

the first excited state of 016 is at 6.06 MeV, protons incident on 016 which have
less than this `nergy in the centre-of-mass system are almost entirely elastically scatter-
ed, since the (p, Y) reaction is the only other open channel .
The only state of F17 for which a conclusive assignment of spin and parity has

been established through the O16(p, p)016 reaction is the 3.10 MeV state (JR = I-).
This assignment was established by the analyses of the Laubensteins, Eppling and
Henry. It is in agreement with Sorokin's analysis of the spin polarization.
The next excited state observed for F17 is the 3.86 MeVstate. The analysis of Epp-

ling indicated the assignment JR = ir for this state, but this assignment is not
conclusive. Difficulty is experienced in the investigation of this state because of its
extremely small width of 3 keV or less 3), which is comparable to the energy spread
of the proton beam which may be obtained from a Van de Graaff accelerator. The
assignment J' --

	

^ cannot be ruled out.
Above the 3.86 MeV state there is a broad anomalous region, extending roughly

between bombarding energies of 3.8 MeV and 5.0 MeV, in which individual states are
not resolved. When the present work was undertaken there was no conclusive assign-
ment of the number of states in this region, or of the positions, spins, and parities of
these states. It is obvious, however, that these states are very much broader than the
3.10 MeV and 3.86 MeV states, since they are not resolved . The large width of these
states indicates that they are describable as single particle states $) and thus are
particularly pertinent to the shell model description of F 1 '. In addition it is of interest
to compare these states with the corresponding levels of the mirror nucleus 01''

since this wouldbe a checkofthe charge symmetry of nuclear forces. For these reasons
it was believed that a further investigation of the elastic scattering of protons by 016
from 3.5 MeV upward would be of interest .

In the present experiment a number of angular distributions and excitation func-
tions have been measured for the elastic scattering of protons from 016. This paper
will discuss these data and their phase shift analyses .

2. Experimental Dt

The proton source used in this experiment was the 5.5 MeV Rice University Van

de Graafff accelerator. The beam from the accelerator passes through a 90° analysing

magnet, which selects particles of a sharply defined energy; the energy resolution of

this system is 0.06 %. The target gas was contained in a large volume scattering chani-
ber, which is equipped with a differential pumping tube so that it is not necessary for
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angular distribution . The excitation functions Weltie measures

	

at centre-.0f.

2.5

TABLE 1

Angles chosen for excitation functions nwaSurcd, in t1116

6(c.m.)

	

Function which is zens

39.23°	P 3 = 0
54.75°

	

P 2 = 0
63.50°

	

dP,/d cos 8

	

Y
900

	

P', =P,=dPâldcos8
103.46"

	

no zero
114.66'

	

no zero
125.273	P,=0
131.38'

	

dP4/d cos ® = 0
140.77'

	

P, = 0
149.43"

	

P,= 0
161.28'

	

no zero
166.75"

	

most backward angle attainable

laboratory energies of 4.134 MeV, 4.268 MeV, 4.402

	

eV and 4.3Q

	

eV. Theex.
citation functions are shown in figs . 2 through 7, and the angular distrl'butions are
mass angles corresponding to the zeros of various Legend

	

polynomials and their
derivatives, as tabulated in table 1 . The angular distributions w;
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shown in figs. 8 through, 1,11 . The excitation functions are plotted together with those
of Henry for compaatison . Also shown in these figures are fits to the data from the
phase sit analysis .
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Fig. 8-11 . Experimental and theoretical angular distributions.

	

experimental Centre-of-mass cross
section is plotted as a function of the centre-of-mass scattering angle, together with the theoretical

cross section from the phase shift analysis (solid curve).
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energy was then determined by comparing the measured nuclear magnetic resonance
frequency of a hydrogen probe exposed to the analysing magnet field Nvrith the fre-
quency correspondingto the calibration point. The bombarding energy was corrected
for the relativistic motion of the protons, for the energy loss in the target gas, and
for the inho ogeneity of the analyzing magnet held . The possible error in the bom-
barding energy is estimated to be ±20 1ceV .

. Analysis

	

e at

100 120 140 160

The starting point for the phase shift analysis i 3 the expression for the differential
cross section da/d , in terms of the phase shifts 611 . This expression may ewritten 'I)

267
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where

.O calt(8) - -(1q)cosec2(JO)e" la cosec2( 8)

CID

I=o

and

IL. w. &

	

et-a'.

dQJdg($) = / 2(lfco (
0)l

	

Ifne( l1 4

.%~iac(®) = I]

00

ei"t sin 8(dPI/d cos ®)le"" sin bI ---eat+ sin 6j
I= ~

In these expression 0 is the centre-of-mass scattering angle, rl =-- zlzze2lhV, v is

the initial laboratory velocity of proton, K = acv/h, and

The phase shift âl is the phase shift for the partial wave oforbital angular momen-

tum ICI and total angular momentum J- (d+J)h, and 6, refers to the partial wave
having J = (l-i)h. Both bi and 6ï are associated with the saine parity_ of relative
motion of the proton and target nucleus, nI = (-1)I. The first tern in the cross
section expression is the coherent cross section, which is the cross section for those
protons whose spins are not reversed in the scattering plL Ocess, while the second
term is the incoherent cross section, associated with those protons whose spiny are
reversed . This spin reversal is due to effective spin orbit forces and will in general
produce a spin polarization which may be shown to be 12)

where

ao = 0,

	

aI = 2 Y, arctg(n/s)

	

(I *- 0).

P=
-2 Re(Jcohf(1inc)-Im(Jcoh)Re(fac) s

Ifcohi2 + Ifacl2

with the positive direction ofP defined as the direction of F..u, x Kia .
Near an isolated level of the compound nucleus one and only one of the phase

shifts in the cross section expression will undergo a rapid change, thus producing
an anomaly in the scattering . The first object of the analysis is to determine which
phase shift is involved (i .e . the J$ assignment of the level) . It is then of interest to
determine the velues of the resonating phase shift as a function of energy in the neigh-
bourhood of the. resonance, and to relate these values to the dispersion theory para-
meters which describe the level . The single level dispersion formula for the behaviour
of a resonating phase shift near an isolated resonance may be written ")

_ -- arctg Fl 1	It. arctg (~,®y2

	

/Ai
2-E- S11a

	

""'~A

	

i
A2 = P2 + Gt

,

	

SI - d logAI + 1.
d log p
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In these - expressions ,Ei is the regular Coulomb wave function, Gt the irregular Cou-
Iotnb wage fuActiOn, K the wave number (in cm' i), a the effective nuclear radius
(in ,cm) , I the aced width, a constant (in MeV), and E,, the constant expansion
parameter (i.n, e ) . In using these expressions one may work either in terms of the
laboratory effigy r the centre-of-mass energy, since one may define a reduced width
for each system . In the discussion which follows, the laboratory energies and reduced
widths will be used.
The phase shift ,0 1 appearing in the single levelformula is mathematically equivalent

to the phase shift ssociated with scattering from a perfectly hard sphere of radius a,
while the phase Pt* is associated with a particular resonant state of the compound
system.
The usual practice in the use of these dispersion theory expressions is to assume

that the effective interaction radius is independent of the bombarding energy. It is also
generally assumed that the radius is independent of the orbital angular momentum l.
In this analysis the radius used was

a = 1 .42(1 + 161) fm = 5.0 fin.

The dispersion theory parameters y2 and Ex may be conveniently expressed in
terms of the behaviour of the resonating phase shift, at resonance, as follows.
The resonance energy Ere , is defined as the energy at which Ex-E-y2SI = 0, i.e.

the energy at which fli = 90°. By differentiating the expression for fi ll and setting
E = Ere , one can easily show that

or

(dp1 /dE)res = [1 +YÂ(dS!/dE)reg ]/
[
YA(K

	

I )resl~

YA-- 1 / [(Ka/AI )res(d
#
t/dE)res- (ds!/dE)rej °

If 6; is known as a function of E, Ere , may be found by determining the experimental
energy at whichßj = 6f --ßßr = 90°. Then the derivative of Pi can be calculated from

(do,*!d )res = (dSÎIdE)res - (d~!/dE)res

The derivative of q5I at resonance will generally be very small in comparison to (d6j /

dE)res, so titan the calculated value of (dßt/dE),,, is only slightly dependent on the

radius a chosen for the analysis . However, the calculated value of y2 will be strongly
dependent on the radius chosen, because of the penetrability factor (Kale )res
present in the expression for y. . In this expression e quantity (dS!/dE)res will gener-

allY be small in comparison to (KaIA`)Peg (dfl,/dE)res, and for narrow resonances

it can be neglected.

Once the reduced width y2 has been calculated, the other dispersion theory para-

meter E'A can

	

calculated from the equation

EA = Ere,+i~ x'S!eras )°

In spite of the complexity of the cross section expression there are some simplifying
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ures which can be pointed out. First, according to the dispersion theory
WItomirn
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jr, the
incoherent, ammplitude becomes very small. Thus the dispersiou theory predicts that

~resonance scattering is mainly coherent. MS Means Mat near . an solated reso.

nance only one I-value contributes significantly to the incoherent amtplitu&, since the

ers arc off-resonance . Another simplifying feature is the fact for 11 = 90*, all odd
e polynomials are -zero, and the derivatives of all even Legendre polynomials

are zero . Thus for 0 = 90' states of even I cause resonance only in, the coherent
amplitude, and states of odd I cause resonance only in the incoherent amplitude.

The coherent amplitude will in general have contributions from other I values (as
well as the Rutherford amplitude), whereas for an isolated resonance thoe incoherent
amplitude will not. Thus an even I resonance will show an intetfenum type shape
at 90 while an odd I resonance will show "pure" resonance shape Superposed on a
smooth background.
Another useful property of the cross section expression is the fact that as 0 ap-

proaches zero or 180' the incoherent amplitude approaches wro, because of the sin 0
factor . Thus for angles sufficiently close to 1800 one need consider only the coherent

plitude . Across an isolated resonance the coherent amplitude will change in
nude by an amount

fe
5

0

then

and with orientation

et

Alfcah(O)l =

	

)I

	

iCcos Oil'
regardless of the magnitude or phase of the non-resonant terms in the coherent
amplitude . Thus, if 0 is sufficiently close to 180" that the incoherent amplitude may

neglected, so that

(0»*t

(j+ I)IPI(cos 0)1 - K{(dq/dQ)L,,-(dq/dQ)*.j.) .

Jf.j,(0)j - K(dald

arg

IM = Il COWC2 1joe

It + q In CoSeC2

The various terms in the two amplitudes involved in the scattering cross section
may be represented as vectors in the complex plane 2), and this method is often
useful in obtaining a qualitative picture of the energy dependence of the cross section
across a resonance of given spin and parity . The RutheTford term in ft coherent
amplitude is represented by a vector of magnitude

with respect to the positive x axis . One can easily show that the locus of the quantitye la sin 6 is a circle of dimeter I with its centre to

	

tad at the point (0, 10. Similarly
the Imus Of the quantity (J+J)Pj e'6-sin 6 .r e"I is a circle of diameter (J-

	

)p+,
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3.1 . ANALYSIS OF STATESMTHE BOMBARDING RANGE 4 TO 5 MEV
It =

decided to assume that the data in the 4.3 MeV region could be 'explained
in terms of the interJkrem o

""

	

ftwo broad states in this region . There was, of course,
noMof

	

wing that only
two states were involved, but it was natural to consider

the simpler possibility first.
To determine the spins and parities of the two levels involved it was decided to
q91 possibilities through I = 3. The argument against a higher angular momentum
state being involved is based on the fact that the states are evidently very broad.
The Wiper limit on the laboratory half width of a state is 14)

At 90' one has

origin to a line whose inclination with respect to the positive x axis

where ju is the reduced mass and the other quantities are the same as defined previously.
At a bombarding energy of 4.0 MeV the Wigner limit half widths for I = 3 and I = 4
are

V3

Thus an I - 4 state in this region is ruled out, since it would surely be narrow enough
to be resolved, but an I = 3 state is not ruled out .
With this restriction the possible spin and parity assignments involved are

and I - , involving the phase shifts 6 0 , 61, 6T, 62', 62~, 63+ and 6;,1 1
respectively . If one assumes that the assignments of the two states are different, there
are 42 possible combinations to b,-. considered.
A simple argument, based on the excitation function at 8c...= 90', was used to

eliminate all of the possible I = 2, 1 = 3 combinations . This argument is based on
the magnitude of the experimental cross section, but it is independent of the choice of
the non-resonant phase shifts .
Considering the formula for the differential cross section given previously, the

incoherent amplitude is

fi..(O) = sin 0E (dP,/d cos O)e

Therefore, since the two states are assumed to be formed by particles with I = 2
and I = 3, only the I = 3 resonance will contribute to the incoherent amplitude at
90'. Furthermore by hypothesis there is no I = I resonance in this energy region,
so that the I = I phase shifts 6 1' and 6T will be essentially equal . Thus there will be

very little I = I contribution to the incoherent amplitude at 90', so that

`à -,- sin ô3- -eC3 + sin Ô + leM3 .fin,0(9()O) = P;(O){e

	

3

co

Ir, = (3h2l2~ia2)(KalAi),

0.2
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eV,

	

Ir,, = 0.02 MeV.

dP2/d cos 0 = 3 cos 0 = 0.

""- sin Ôs -e'&'+ sin ô,'I .
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sition of the I =- 3 resonance,
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PAO
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1
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oughout the entire range of bombarding energy from 3.7 MeV to 4.7 MeV .
t Wows that a I = 2, 1 = 3 caMiMons are ruled out. Apt, this uss is

,dent of the choice of the non-resonant phase shifts (except when the phase
shifts 6, and 6T are spht away from I = I reso,
The next combinations considered were those involving I = I and I = 2. It was

e to use the "etype ofMmnt which eliminatcd the I = 2, 1 = 3 combina-
tions. to getan estimate of the position of an assumed I = I resonam. Just as in the
previous case, there will be no I = 2 contribution to the incoherent amplitude at

and the amplitude will

dAN cos 0 = 1 .

ï(si"* +ai -) sin (bî -à l'
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x it tlon Curve it follows that the position of an (assumed) l - 1
resonance lies between 4.2

	

d 4.3

	

eV.
Using this infortna on trial excitation functions were calculated for various

assumptions of the position of an 1 = 2 resonance. The method of graphical analysis
described above was d to e these calculations. In particular, drawings were
made showing the various resonance circles in the two scattering amplitudes, for S
angles and for energies of 4.1

	

eV and 4.3 MeV. The Rutherford vector .R and the
coulomb angles aj which determine the orientation of the resonance circles change
rather slowly

	

'

	

energy, so that for approximate calculations of trial excitation
curves it is possible to use the same diagram of the resonance circles over a range of
several hundred keV. By placing tracing paper over the drawings it was possible to

e calculations with fair speed, using the same resonance circles over and over
n.

in

	

forming these calculations it was of course necessary to assume values for
the non-resonant phase shifts. The values used for the S wave phase shift 6,0 were
based on the p

	

shit analysis of Henry, which extended up to a bombarding
energy of 3.

	

eV. His curve, shown in fig . 12 was extended linearly up to the 4.3

180,
$e 160
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Fig. 12. Initial values assumed for the S wave phase shift 6®.
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MeV area to give trial values of bo. The other non-resonant phase shifts were at
first neglected, since the purpose in these calculations was to determine the shapes

which the excitation curves would have for various combinations of spin and parity.
Of the four 1 = 1, 1 == 2 combinations the one which showed the most promise

in these rough calculations was the combination involving the phase shifts 8 ; and bz,
that is, the .ice combination -, 1' . This agreed with the previous tentative assigp.-
ment of the spins and parities 3 ) .
These graphical techniques were also used to eliminate all 1= 1, 1 = 3 combina-

tions. In particular, these combinations were eliminated one by one, on the basis
that they could not be trade to give the correct shape for the excitation curve at the
most b

	

and angle (d

	

= 166.75°) .
n ate

	

t was then begun to calculate the exact values of 61' and bz throughout
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fits, calculates the curves correspond-

as

calculating the curves correspondingto perf

j'ag

to 10% misses in each direction

;

this procedure establishes the sensitivity of the

.ross

section w each phase shift at the vaTious, scattering angles

.

Such a graph for

four

scattering angles is shown in fig

.

13

.

Starting

at 4-00 MeV with the non-resonant phases described above, such graphs

were

calculated for seven energies in this range (4, 4

.1,

4

.2,

4

.3,

4

.4,

4

.5,

4

.6

MeV)

.
It

was found that with the initial choice of the non-resonant phases the data could

.be

fit within 5% at all four angles in the 4

.3

MeV region but that the theoretical

curves

missed the experimental results considerably at 4

.00

MeV

.

Accordingly the

non-resonant

Phase shifts were adjusted at 4

.00

MeV to produce a better fit

.

It was

lound

that a reduction of the magnitude of the non-resonant P wave phase shift

61

by 100 produced a considerable improvement

.

With this change a new set ofgraphs

-was

calculated throughout the energy range

.

From each graph a best pair 61 2

was

taken, and smooth curves were drawn passing through these values

.

For

the final fitting of the data it was decided to go over to the method of least

uares

analysis

.

In this method the criterion for goodness to fit is the error expression

'where

Ocalc is the theoretical differential cross section and a,,,p is the experimental

i,,ross

section

.
The

minimization of this etror expression was also programmed for the I

.B.M.

M.

The method used was that in which the fit is improved by iterating the phase

.,',hifts

one at a tine

.
Such

calculations were made initially in the 3

.8

to 5

.0

MeV range of bombarding
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Fig .
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Phase shifts for the 016(P, 0016 reaction versus laboratory bombarding energy

.
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wing as starting""I WdUCS "ined from the phm shift contours
desen-bed above. T'hese calculations yielded

phase~ which did not lie on peifectly
smoo~ cur,ves, but when smooth curves were drawn to best fit these deduced p,'
shifts it was"that the resulting smoothed set of phase shifts gave a good fit toM

cross "ondata~ The"ssections calculated from these phase shifts are shown

in figs . 2 through 11, while the phase shifts themselves are shown in fig. 14. Also
shown in fig. 14 are phase shifts obtained by Henery at lower energy, where only
60 and 6T were significant . The spin polarization predicted from these phase shifts is
shown 4Q. 15. As yet there are no experimental measurements ofthe spin polariza.
tion,5 Asenergy region with which to compare these predictions.

ener

Fig. 15. Predicted spin

is e -vident from fig . 14
M

y_v, level

larization for the ON(p, p)()" reaeflon .

e P" Shifhift 6T begins to move in the positive direction
ge"~o,&i 5MeV. prcsumablyWS isM toM"ofa

ve 5 MW
of the states in the 4 to s MCV region have been calculated

e ,m, formula Mœn.~M~w~ a t" 1
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TABLE 2
L"el structure of F*17 as discussed in this paper

The energies are the resonance energies and 02 is the ratio of the reduced width to the Wigner limit
reduced width 02 = ,yA2/(3h 2/2pa2). For the radius used the Wigner limit is 2.64 MeV.

3.2. ANALYSIS OF STATES ABOVE 5 MEV BOMBARDING ENERGY
An attempt has also been made to determine the level structure above 5 MeV.

There appear to be at least three levels up to the highest energy reached, and the 90"
excitation function indicates that they are located at 5.20, 5.40 and 5.45 MeV. The
general shape of the 90" excitation function indicates that the first two of these levels
are formed by protons of odd orbital angular momentum 1, and that the 5.54 MeV
state is formed by protons of even 1; the reason for this is that states of even I interfere
with the Rutherford amplitude at 900, whereas states of odd I do not.

Various combinations ofthe total angular momentum J and parity n we-re assumed
for these three levels, and for each combination theoretical excitation functions were
calculated from 5.0 to 5.6 MeV, using the single level dispersion theory formula .
In each of these attempts to fit the data, laboratory widths of 60, 50 and 60 keV
respectively, were assumed for the three levels. The best qualitative results were
obtained with the following combinations :

El"
(MeV)

jff

	

Phase shift

5.20 1- 61L+
5.40

	

6s+
5.54

	

62-

The theoretical excitation functions for this combination are shown in fig . 16 for
four scattering angles. The results are not at all conclusive as far as the total angular
momenta are concerned but do indicate that the assumed I values are probably
correct .
These spin-parity assignments are consistent with the preliminary results of an

analysis being performed at the University of Wisconsin 11). However, the Wisconsin

analysis indicates that there is also a I' state located very close to the I' - state at
5.4 MeV.

Elab
(MeV)

FIL , *

(MeV) jff
.Y,42

(MCV)
es

2.66 3.10 f-
3.47 3.86 W)
4.26 4.60 0.124 0.047
4.65 4.97 0.960 0.364
5.2 5.47 Q-)
5.4 5.67 W)
5.54 5.84 Q+)
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Fig. 16. Experimental excitation cur%,e above 5.0 MeV, and theoretical curve calculated using the
single lewl formula, a~mi g a I- , I-, J+ "I structure.

level structure of We compound nucleus F" is as shown in table 2.
nearWWesWthe state is mainly of a single puticle configura.

ue implies W the state is a compli"d xnany padWe con-
us the results imply W the J + state spends an appreciable part of

cle con6guration, but W the probability of the I- state being
"on is nea~y = order of magnitude less .

wd 1- IcVe.6- in F'wlith the corresponding k%vis ofthe mirror
nucIvis 017.

th t& ~~sponding Ws 5 the
ent is seen to a goodMwm=~~een

suppressed) . This indicates that the Coulomb
levels.
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It is also of interest to consider the lifetimes of these energy levels . Ordinarily the
concept of the lifetime of a virtual state is a vague one, since the state does not begin
nor end at a definite time . However, Smith has introduced a well defined collision
tilne 16). He defines the collision time as the difference between the time that the
particles spend within a distance R of one another in the actual case, and the time
they would spend within a distance R ofone anotherifthere were no nuclear interaction,
taken in the limit as R -4 oo . He shows that for a particular state with spin and parity
ix this time is

ti. = h d6j.1dE.

The Smith collision time for the broad I' state is

t-j - = 9.5 x 10 -22 sec.

On the other hand the I - state is considerably narrower, and the collision time is

tj- = 46.4 x 10-22 sec .

279

In sharp contrast to these times the 7 - state at a bombarding energy of 3.47 MeV2

is so narrow that the resonating phase shift changes by one radian in less than 0.003
MeV, giving a collision time

tj - > 2240 x 10-22 sec .

The transit time, def! ned as the time required for the proton to cross the nurlear
diameter, is about 5 x 10-22 sec for this energy region . Clearly the I' and I- states
are not states of the compound system in the same sense as the -!- state . The collision
lifetime formalism gives insight into the statement that the broad I' and

	

states
are much more likely to be found in a single particle configuration than the

	

state:
These states last such a short time that there is hardly time for them to change

configuration from their initial single particle configurations . This is especially true

of the J+ state, since the lifetime of the state is only twice the transit time .
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